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1: Rogue Genius Games - Tabletop Gaming News â€“ TGN
The Genius Guide to The Talented Bestiary for Pathfinder RPG The Four Horsemen and Rogue Genius are proud to
present the Talented Bestiary! Simplified creature creation and plus new monsters!

The book and monsters are already written and nearly ready to publish, but we want to see this project given
the finishing touches it deserves. That means paying for beautiful original artwork, careful editing, and
expanded content galore. Want to know how we do it? Balanced monster creation can be a challenging and
convoluted process for even experienced designers. In the theme of the popular Rogue Genius GamesTalented
series, the Talented Bestiary presents new rules for monster constructionâ€”taking it out of the realm of guess
and check, and making every monster easily customizable. The simple streamlined process allows virtually
anyone to produce full monster stat-blocks completely compatible with the Pathfinder system. The Talented
Bestiary divorces creature type from basic statistics, so you can make a barbaric bloodthirsty fey as easily as
an arcane spellcasting ooze. Bestiary to create an intuitive point-buy system based on challenge rating. It was
in a horror setting, and the idea was simple. Players are a jaded lot that have seen it all. As soon as the word
troll comes out of your mouth, they roll their eyes and ask who has fire and acid handy. The same goes for
hundreds of other monsters from aboleths to yeti. So, do you just throw them away and always look for the
next book? If you rebrand the troll, give it a different description and appearance, you can use the exact same
statistics. The players are now confronted with something completely new, to them. They have no idea that
behind the screen you are rolling for a troll. They get the thrill, and the fear, of the unknown. They experience
the feeling they had the first time they ever fought a troll. You could even take it a step further! Instead of fire
and acid, the mysterious beast can only be killed by cold and electricity. Or as an alternative to rending with
claws, it has the ability to swallow whole. Replace scent with tremorsense and it senses vibrations in the
water. Throw a template on there! A red half-dragon troll is pretty terrifying. Now we have a completely new
monster slapped onto the troll chassis. And the best part is, no one has to know! A monster is a tool used to
tell your story. You should never feel limited by the creatures you have at your disposal or be required to scour
through multiple source books to find the perfect stat-block. Antagonists should be as mutable and
custom-crafted as player characters. If you have an amazing idea for a creature, it should only take a few
minutes to throw something together from scratch. The Talented Bestiary was created with these principles in
mind, and we are proud of the result! We hope that this book lets you scare the pants off your players, and that
no two trolls are ever the same again. So, you can make a sneaky skilled ooze or arcane caster construct. There
is one referenced table containing all base statistics ability scores, base saves, recommended attacks, etc.
These values are all based on the Bestiary Monster Statistics by CR table, so everything balances out with
minimal book work. All creature types, subtypes, universal monster rules, and Bestiary 1 unique monster
abilities are broken down into a point-buy system. Each ability is modular with enhancements and flaws, so
any can be custom-crafted to suit the monster. Each and every one of those monsters is included as a part of
the Talented Bestiary! While each of these monsters is nearly ready for publication, we are so proud of these
crazy critters that we want to give them all the appropriate artwork and presentation they deserve! The Four
Horsemen are Steven T. We believe in providing fun crunch and engaging fluff for players and GMs alike. We
are all veterans in the industry, having produced content for Paizo, Kobold Press, and many other top names in
the industry. The Four Horsemen Presents line has produced dozens of weekly products and blog posts with
our partners, Rogue Genius Games and d20pfsrd. The Horsemen have brought together monster creation
play-testers from varied designers, like Victoria Jaczko, Clay Clouser, and Daniel Marshall. What does access
to print on demand at cost mean? When the book is done, you will receive a link to the print on demand copy
at cost. Our creative team is experienced. The primary risk for the Talented Bestiary is one of our key partners
being struck by some major illness or injury that prevents them from completing editing, layout, or art in a
timely manner. Fortunately, we have access to numerous individuals available for each of those categories
should such an event occur. The bulk of the writing is complete for the Talented Bestiary. It is currently in
editing, and getting ready for layout. We simply want to make sure we get the best artists we can commission,
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to fill this book with beautiful illustrations and give YOU the best book we can! The only outside challenge
may be in gathering, developing, and editing monster text from a few backers. Backers who pledge at those
levels must deliver text promptly, and it will be developed and edited as quickly as possible. We will not hold
up the project due to lack of submission. Questions about this project? You can watch the Kickstarter
campaign, receive updates, and comment throughout the project while you decide which Talented Bestiary
level is best for you.
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2: Missing Lynx - Pathfinder_OGC
Make More Monsters! The Genius Guide to the Talented Bestiary is more than just another book of monsters (though
we have that too!). The monster creation rules detail the step by step streamlined process for determining a monster's
base statistics.

Anyways, talents are usually less valuable, while edges constitute more crucial class components. The talented
witch begins play with 4 edges and 1 talent and then gets a talent at 2nd level and alternates between gaining
talents and edges at every level. Major talents are unlocked at 10th level, grand talents at 18th level. Now you
already basically know how the class operates. Where appropriate, brackets denote the type of archetype an
ability is taken from and edges and talents are grouped by basic type â€” want a hag-style witch? Consult that
line and you get them all â€” bite, claws, etc. Occult prowess via Psychic Sensitivity? Spellbook or similar
spellcasting conduit that allows you to learn spells beyond leveling? And no spellcasting does not simply
progress â€” you have to take one edge on a level sufficiently high to get access to spells of a new level â€”
which means full spellcasting with eat your edges like crazy. Yes, you read that right, and yes, once again,
they are grouped by category. Beyond this, however, the pdf also collates all hose familiar options including
special benefits for your convenience. And the Improved Familiars. Oh, have I mentioned the list of patrons?
The list of patron domains? Or the huge, massive, compiled witch spell list that incorporates all the big Paizo
hardcovers, including Occult Adventures? These massive, exceedingly handy appendices are very, very
useful, not just for players aspiring to make talented witches, but also for GMs. Oh, right, hexesâ€¦I should
talk about them, right? And yes, the pdf does remember to state the synergy-clause for feats and abilities like
Extra Hex etc.. Editing and formatting are top-notch, I noticed no significant glitches. The pdf comes fully
bookmarked with nested bookmarks for your convenience. This massive tome transcends in scope even the
older talented class-pdfs, is crafted with his trademark precision and makes a lot of sense from a customization
standpoint â€” with this, you can make just the witch you always wanted â€” which witch? Well, the witch
which I wanted to make was a white-haired dwarf with bonethrall that masquerades as a bum. What more can
one ask for? You can get this glorious tome here on OBS!
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3: Superb take on the customizable witch!
The Genius Guide to the Talented Bestiary is more than just another book of monsters (though we have that too!). The
monster creation rules detail the step by step streamlined process for determining a monster's base statistics.

So, what are mythic subpaths? Archetypical subpaths are only available to characters that chose the listed
mythic path or paths. Racial subpaths are tied to the race noted and universal subpaths are available for, bingo,
everyone. Mythic subpaths thus do sport some sort of prerequisite to qualify for them. The class has a pretty
unique spellcasting engine: Cruorchemists distill their own, potent blood and store it in small vials, producing
so-called distillations. Okay, after a brief and humorous introduction, we move right on to the spells in
question â€” which btw. The first of these would be Ade, which generates a refreshing beverage that quenches
thirst for a day and prevents needing to succeed Constitution checks to avoid nonlethal damage from thirst. At
1st level, that trivializes travel hazards a bit earlyâ€¦and as an aside, personally, I become more thirsty when
[â€¦] The Genius Guide to More Cleric Talents Posted on August 24, No Comments The Genius Guide to
More Cleric Talents This expansion for the already massive talented cleric clocks in at 35 pages, 1 page front
cover, 1 page ToC, 1 page editorial, 1 page SRD, leaving us withâ€¦holy moly, 31 pages of content! As has
become the tradition with these, we begin with new edges and the very first one is already one we imho
needed: Okay, at this point I assume that you are familiar with the set-up of talented classes and will not
explain the concept for the oomphteenth time: Breakdown of class features and archetype abilities in two
categories, edges and talents, allowing for increased flexibility. We begin with 3 edges in this one:
Enrapturing performance focuses the effects of bardic performance on a single target, increasing the potency
against said target â€” said performance cannot be maintained at the same time as a regular performance.
Unfortunately, the ability is pretty imprecise: Talented classes basically dismantle archetype abilities and base
class abilities and codify them according to two categories: Edges for major abilities, talents for less powerful
abilities. This does mean that you can cherry-pick exactly the type of class you want, but it also means that
you need to be more proficient at creating classes. After getting once again the patented wall of text which
also categorizes them by utility before diving into the new edges â€” and there are no cookie-cutter edges in
this one â€” we begin with the complex and awesome curse bag: Hence, a LOT of archetypes trade it in,
rendering the maintenance of the class feature a subpar option in many cases. Enter this pdf â€” all the feats
herein do require this neglected class feature â€” but can they make bravery actually relevant? After one page
of aptly-written fluff, we are introduced to the matter at hand â€” or rather, the basic premise of this pdf:
Expanding on the rules presented by the Genius Guide to Domain Channeling, which covered the core
domains. After general introduction of what dracomancers are and how they work and interact with a given
world, we are introduced to the class. A total of 7 new edges are provided â€” which sounds like not much.
Well, they cover pages 2 A total of 16 companion tricks, from trample to grab etc. Know the Batman villain
Bane? They also get a so-called edge at first level, 2nd level and then at 5th level and every 6 levels after that.
As has become the neat tradition with RGG-supplements, we kick off this pdf with a nice piece of in-game
fiction before we delve into the concept â€” which, in this case, would be so-called domain-channeling feats.
What do these do? As an optional rule, it is suggested to allow for these feats [â€¦] The Genius Guide to:
Unlike the addendum to the talented monk, though, we kick this one off with new edges â€” and one of them
makes good of the promise evoked by the great cover artwork â€” Yes, there is a dragon mount option herein.
Take for example elemental ki powers â€” these allow monks to harness an element for which the monk has
an elemental fist-affinity. A lot, as it turns out and one pet-peeve of mine is when roleplaying designers ignore
these obviously intriguing possibilities and subtleties e. Without much ado, we immediately jump into the fray
and are introduced to 22 new talents for rogues â€” and they are actually rather interesting: The supplement
kicks off with a discussion on the basics of Apeiron Staves, where the word comes from and finally, why
Apeiron Staves have been created â€” a massive design-rationale is given, including a sidebox etc. Because
Apeiron staves are not merely spells in a can, they change the dynamics of combat, but more on that later. The
description of Apeiron Staves e.
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4: The Genius Guide to the Talented Witch
This book is one of the biggest best monster tomes available for Pathfinder or edition! And with a few simple
conversions it illw be ggegegtaeg to add to my 5th edition arsinal! I joined the Kickstarter and got the PDF but I an old
school and love books! It is well worth the price.

5: The Genius Guide to The Talented Bestiary for Pathfinder RPG by Owen Stephens â€” Kickstarter
The Genius Guide to The Talented Bestiary for Pathfinder RPG Apr 28th, Â· 0 Comment The Four Horsemen are
extremely proud to be working with Rogue Genius Games to present the Talented Bestiary Kickstarter for the Pathfinder
game system!

6: The Genius Guide To The Godling Ascendant
The Genius Guide to the Talented Bestiary takes the idea of easily customizable options from our Talented Heroes line,
and applies it to monsters! It's going to be an.

7: Talented Bestiary Preview! - Rogue Genius Games | Pathfnder Monster Books | www.enganchecubano.
The Genius Guide to the Talented Bestiary - $ Make More Monsters! The Genius Guide to the Talented Bestiary is more
than just another book of monsters (though we have that too!).

8: Tag Archives: Genius Guide
Monday, May 9,

9: The Genius Guide to: The Talented Cavalier | RPG Item | RPGGeek
The Genius Guide to the Talented Bard is the newest in the line of Talented Products. Like its predecessors, the general
format is to outline the basic chassis of the bard (hd, saves, skill points, BAB, class skills) before moving on to class
abilities.
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